"Secret Strings: The Sounds of Fibre and Ply"

By Sabine Hyland and William Hyland


A stuffy minivan, crammed with people and supplies, carries me and my husband far above from Lima’s coastal mist into the sun-filled mountains 12,000 feet above sea level. Hours later, as the van climbs ever higher, raising clouds of dust on the dizzying hairpin turns, our hostess stops to point out to us curious shapes in the towering rock formations. We exit the van to examine the natural figures in the stone -- a condor, a turtle, even a fox whose tail is a red mineral streak on the cliff face. In the endless blue sky we spot a lone condor gliding on the air currents. Our hostess informs us that this is a good omen; the condor is a messenger for the mountain gods -- called apus -- and is carrying the news of our presence to the watching peaks.

Below us lies our destination -- the remote Andean village of Collata, population 300. A scattering of adobe houses with no running water, no sewage, and electricity for only a couple of homes, entering the village feels like stepping into another world. Our visit has been timed to coincide with the annual assembly of the village peasant community. We spend the next few hours making formal presentations to the indigenous officers, requesting permission to study two rare and precious objects that the community has guarded for centuries -- bunches of twisted and coloured cords known as khipus. After dinner, the man in charge of the community treasures, a middle aged herder named Huber Brañes, brings to our
house the colonial chest containing the *khipus* along with goat hide packets of original 17th and 18th century manuscripts -- the secret patrimony of the village. In the ensuing days, we would learn that these multicoloured *khipus* were narrative epistles created by local chiefs during a time of war in the 18th century. But that evening, exhausted yet elated, my husband Bill and I simply marvel at the shimmering colours of the delicate animal fibre cords -- crimson, gold, indigo, green, cream, pink, and shades of brown from fawn to chocolate.
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The Inkas and other ancient Andean peoples had used *khipus* to record numerical accounts, as well as histories, biographies, and even letters sent from one regional administrator to another. In its heyday, there would have been 100,000s of *khipus* in the Inka Empire, conserved in both imperial and local archives. Most Inka *khipus* recorded numerical accounts; accounting *khipus* can be easily identified by the knots tied into the cords, which represent numbers, even if we don't know what those numbers mean. More elusive are the narrative *khipus*; discovering a narrative *khipu* that can be deciphered remains one of the holy grails of South American
anthropology. If we could find such an object, we might eventually be able to read how native South Americans viewed their history and rituals in their own words, opening a window to a new Andean world of literature, history, and the arts.

Today there are about 800 khipus in museums around the world, but no one knows anymore how to "read" them. Until recently, scholars believed that khipu use died out in the Andes soon after the Spanish conquest in 1532, lingering only in the simple cords made by herders to keep track of their flocks. Yet in the 1990s, anthropologists found that a few communities in the Central Andes continued to make and interpret khipus up until the early 20th century. Although the inhabitants of these villages are not still able to "read" the cords, this handful of recently created khipus holds out the promise of new insights into this mysterious communication system. Khipus preserved in their original village context are incredibly rare; each one provides new knowledge that one day may allow us to decipher these enigmatic texts.

Bill and I had been granted 48 hours to photograph and take notes on the two Collata khipus -- a daunting task, given their complexity. As we begin working the next morning, it becomes clear that these two khipus are unlike any that I have ever seen before. They possess a much greater range of colours and colour combinations than any accounting khipu I had studied previously. I ask Huber and his companion, who had been assigned to watch us, what types of animal fibres were present in the cords. Their answers reveal another surprising level of sophistication. The 487 pendant cords of the two khipus are made of fibres from 6 different Andean animals -- vicuña, deer, alpaca, llama, guanaco, and vizcacha (the latter a common rodent hunted for food). In many cases, the identification of the
fibre can be made only through touching the cords -- brown deer hair and brown vicuña wool, for example, may look the same but feel very different. My interlocutors insist that the difference in fibre is significant, and Huber even calls the khipus a "language of animals". They request that I handle the khipus with my bare hands, and teach me how to feel the fine distinctions between the various animal fibres. Curiously, there are no knots, suggesting that these might be two long-awaited examples of narrative khipus.

As I questioned elderly men in Collata about the khipus, they revealed to me that the khipus were "letters" -- "cartas" -- written by local leaders during their battles on behalf of the Inkas in the 18th century. Until a few years ago, the khipus' existence was a fiercely guarded secret amongst the senior men, who passed on the secrets of the colonial archive to younger men when they reached maturity. Their disclosures confirm a recent finding by scholars that khipu "letters" played a major role in a 1750 rebellion in the Collata region. The text of one of these 18th century khipu missives survives, written out in Spanish by a local colonial official, even as the original khipu has disappeared. It recalls how the intended recipient had double-crossed his fellow rebels -- a straight-forward story, but a narrative nonetheless. If the Collata khipus encoded narratives, as the evidence suggests, why did local people use khipus instead of alphabetic literacy, which they knew as well?

Surely one reason for retaining khipu literacy in remote corners of the Andes was the desire for a form of writing that was opaque to colonial tax collectors and other authorities. The Collata khipus, for example, were created as part of a native rebellion in 1783 centred in the two villages of Collata and nearby Casta. Felipe Velasco Tupa Inka Yupanki, a charismatic merchant from Lima who peddled religious
paintings in the mountains, declared the revolt against Spanish rule in the name of his brother the Inka Emperor who, he claimed, lived in splendour deep amid the eastern rain forests. Testimony from captured rebels specifies that Tupa Inka Yupanki demanded warriors to lay siege to the capital of Lima, with the goal of placing his brother -- or more likely himself -- on the throne of Peru. In January, 1783, he spent two weeks in Collata, stirring revolutionary fervor, and appointing the Mayor of Collata as his "Captain of the People". Dressed in a lilac coloured silk frock coat, with lilac frills at his neck, black velvet breeches, white leather boots with steel buckles and a white tri-cornered hat, Tupa Inka Yupanki must have cut a striking figure as he accepted the homage of the Collata farmers and herders. His attack on Lima had scarcely begun when a confederate betrayed him by reporting the conspiracy to the regional Corregidor. A small band of Spanish troops captured Tupa Inka Yupanki and his associates, and, despite a fierce ambush by rebels from Collata and Casta, successfully carried him to prison in Lima. There he was tortured, tried and executed. Reading through the trial notes, it's clear that the most damning evidence against him were letters detailing the conspiracy, written on paper in Spanish and found among his possessions. Likewise his main lieutenants carried alphabetic letters that discussed their efforts to raise troops, and that railed against Spanish crimes in the Andes; these Spanish letters provided unassailable proof of guilt. Spanish authorities never found comparable written letters against the rebel leaders in Collata, despite plentiful witness testimony implicating them in the rebellion. The Collata leadership completely escaped prosecution, all the while guarding their war khipus in their cherished archive. We don't know how long the tradition of narrative khipus lasted after the 1783 revolt, but do know that Andeans
carried on making accounting and ritual khipus to shield their records from the prying eyes of outsiders.

How did the Collata khipus encode messages through colours and animal fibres, with no characters or letters? Out of the 487 pendants in the two khipus, there are a total of 95 unique pendants, or symbols, in terms of colour, animal fibre, and ply direction (that is, whether they are twisted like the middle stroke of an "S" or a "Z"). This falls within the normal range of symbols (80 to 800) for writing systems that are logosyllabic; in other words, of systems whose signs represent either entire words or single syllables. According to village authorities, one of the khipus (Khipu A) was composed by the primary lineage, ALLUKA. Given that the manuscript letters preserved in the village archive ended with the signatures of the authors, I wondered whether we can match the final cords of this khipu with the lineage name:

**Khipu A ending sequence**

Dark brown wanaku (S) = A

White/dark brown, llama/wanaku (wrapped) (Z) = LLU

Blue llama (S) = KA

Ankas was the Huarochiri Quechua term for "blue"; the phonetic value "ka", the first syllable beginning with a consonant, might possibly relate to the colour's name.

Do the proposed equivalences between the final cords of Khipu A and the syllables of ALLUKA allow us to decipher the ending cords of Khipu B?
Khipu B ending sequence:

Dark brown wanaku (S) = A

Blue llama (S) = KA

Golden brown vicuña (S) = ?

The Quechua term for the golden-brown hue of the third cord is Paru, likened to ripening corn. This creates the word A-KA-PAR(U) or YAKAPAR, the name of one of Casta’s only two lineages, conforming to the pattern of a lineage name at a khipu’s terminal end. This accords with the history of the villages as the twin centres of the 1783 Huarochiri revolt, and with Collata’s oral history about the khipus. This proposed decipherment suggests that at least some narrative khipu pendants possess standard syllabic values.

Other signs represent entire words or ideas; for example, the brush of bright red deer hair at the beginning of one of the khipus indicates that the khipu is about warfare. This discovery marks the first time that any khipu has been found to be logosyllabic. The Collata khipus are an entirely new form of logosyllabic writing, one that communicates sounds through three dimensional animal fibre cords that must be felt as well as seen. However, these phonetic khipus raise a host of questions. Were these logosyllabic khipus, which date to the 18th century, a relatively localised phenomena influenced by contact with alphabetic writing, or do they have far-reaching roots into the pre-Columbian Andean past? Do the other types of khipus that were used in the Central Andes until the 20th century, such as those for accounting and for funerals, share semiotic features with the phonetic khipus? What are the epistemological implications of a three-dimensional writing system, in which
the sense of touch plays as important a role as sight, and how does this expand our understanding of what 'writing' is?

Although these khipus were hidden in the past, away from the prying eyes of outsiders, village authorities in Collata and the other Central Andean communities where I have done fieldwork are now eager for recognition of their valuable cultural heritage. With my assistance, the Collata village council has created a packet of information about their khipus for use in the village school. As one community official wrote to me, "it is imperative that our children know the value of their cultural heritage here in Collata so that they will not abandon their village when they grow up". On 24 June 2017, which is the official feast day of the village, the village council and the President of the Collata Peasant Association formally inducted a Spanish translation of my Current Anthropology report on their khipus into their treasured archive.

The extraordinary khipu texts of the Central Andes, including the logosyllabic animal fibre cords, are a proud testament to the intellectual achievements of Native American peoples.
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